Lone Star Rally of Canterbury
In association with Joe’s Garage

Sunday 5th June 2022

Stage Descriptions
Special Stage 1
Starting from the entrance to the forest, this stage starts on the Rally sprint
road upwards. A fast flowing road that tightens up as it works its way down to
an even tighter section on the forest floor. You then travel through the famous
Clinton Ford (I’m sure there will be hardly any water in it) and back up to the
finish on Mt Grey Rd. This is a great stage to start the Rally with as it has a bit
of everything in it.
Special Stage 2
This stage is on great forest roads with a good combination of tight and twisty
roads plus a fast blast down Mt Grey Rd and Makerikeri Rd to the finish by the
forest gate.
Special Stage 3
This is an amazing piece of flowing road with a tricky section in the middle of
the stage. It has some big drops so you do need to treat it with care at times.
This is one of those stages that is a great challenge and really enjoyable
piece of road.
Special Stage 4
We haven’t used these roads for a few years, but you will be glad we are able
to use them again. It starts on a nice piece of uphill forest road, working its
way up to Okuku Rd, then a great zap around the side of Mt Karetu and back
down to finish by Okuku Pass Rd.
Special Stage 5
We thought you will have enjoyed this stage so much the first time you went
through it; we would let you have another nudge at it. But please remember
the drops haven’t got any smaller between stages.
Special Stage 6
This is a great good lengthy stage that has plenty of everything in it. You have
used part of this in SS2 with a different start and finish. It has a couple of fords
that should be dry. You will enjoy the diversity in this stage I’m sure.
Special Stage 7
This is the famous Mt Grey Road from top to bottom. It
starts at the top the forest gate this year and works its way
down Mt Grey Road. It is one of the best forest stages in
the country and it is in good condition. You’ll finish by
going down the uphill part of the Rally Sprint Road. If you
don’t enjoy this stage maybe Rallying isn’t the sport for
you!!

